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Welcome to the “26th International Conference on Clinical Nutrition and Dietetics” during October 19-20, 2020 Athens, Greece, which includes prompt Keynote presentations, Oral talks, Poster presentations and Exhibitions with the theme “Innovative Technologies and Evolving Issues in Clinical Nutrition”. This event gathering people from all over the globe and covers different sessions, in which the exchanges incorporates the logical tracks: Nutrition science, nutrition physiology, nutritional epidemiology, dietetics & clinical nutrition, holistic nutrition, pediatric nutrition, nutritional biochemistry, public health nutrition, various uses of nutrition and research identified with these fields.

This conference bestows the award levels to scientists/attendees for their work in developing Nutrition Techniques. The Award is designed to recognize those who have made excellent contributions in Nutrition.

Following awards are given to the attendees based on their eminency and research work:

Expert Level (Scientific Service Achievement Award):
The award to the specialists who have made remarkable commitments to progressing in Nutrition & Science, Nutrition Physiology, Clinical Nourishment, and Food Innovation. The eligibility criteria for grabbing this award is that one must have minimum of 20+ years of experience in the relative field in public or private sector. The receiver of this award should have a dedicated compulsion and should take initiative in exploring the recent trends and developments towards the related subjects. You can put forward deserving of the award through online.

Professional Level (The Research Contribution Award):
The award for professional or scholarly research movement procured in Nutrition & Organic Chemistry, explore field in general society or private area for specialists having research information. The eligibility criteria for grabbing this award is that one must have minimum of 10+ years of experience in the relative field

Scholar Level (The Upcoming Researcher Award):
The Nutrition and Health offers Scholar Level Award for the forthcoming researchers, scientists and specialists having 10+ years inquire about involvement with the field of nourishment and wellbeing, Nutrition science and its related field.

Women Scientist (The Women of Science Award):
Nutrition & Health gives a remarkable stage to women’s researchers for giving most recent research extends an itemized investigation who have 10+ years of research experience to join the forum.

Outstanding Speaker in Clinical Nutrition 2020:
This award perceives for Individual who will introduce their activities, Strategies, and plans that have been actualized to improve long–term in Nutrition & Health.

Best Keynote Speaker in Clinical Nutrition 2020
This award recognizes the Best Keynote Speaker who have eminence in the filed presenting their projects, strategies, and schemes that have been implemented to improve long-term excellence in Nutrition & Health. If you were confirmed as keynote presenter from the program manager, you can nominate yourself as a deserving of the award through online.

Best Poster Presentation in Clinical Nutrition 2020:
Best Poster Competition is sorted out at conference, to support understudies and late graduates to introduce their unique research, scientists, and organizations individual can also participate under Poster Presentation.

Outstanding Master’s/PhD/Postdoctorate Thesis Work Presentation in Clinical Nutrition 2020:
This award is presents for Master’s/PhD/Postdoctorate theory work presentation who will exhibit their activities and projects that have been acknowledged to improve
long-term greatness in the field of Nutrition & Health. You can choose deserving the award through on the web.

Conference Series LLC Ltd. on nutrition grip explores Researchers, Academic Teachers who try to spread their examination experience to raise the projected research thoughts. This including International Conferences, Workshops, Symposia, Trade Shows, Exhibitions, and Science Congresses in all the major logical orders, including Clinical, Medical, Pharmaceutical, Chemistry, Engineering, Technology, Business Management, and Life Sciences crosswise over America, Europe, The Middle East, and Asia Pacific.
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